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BITS AND BOBS 
1. The DX Cluster is running on 144.650Mhz, it is running from the site where the HARC IRLP Server is 

up at Waterfall. 
2. Natalie ZR5RN is raffling an aloe plant is aid of funds for the new Hamnet repeater on 145.700Mhz. 
3. Robert ZS5RB had his 93rd Birthday on the 21st  February. Robert, from the Committee and members 

of the Highway Amateur Radio Club, we hope that you had an excellent day and that you have many 
more birthdays. 

 
 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
 
 
March 2004 
 
7th Bruce ZS5BR  (031) 261-5851 
 
14th Tony ZS5ACB  (031) 708-2626 

 
21st Gary ZS5NK  (031) 701-0109 
 
28th Sean ZR5SEP  (031) 261-7200 



 
 
April 2004 
 
 
4th  Lawry ZS5HV  (031) 702-8652 
 
11th  Bruce ZS5BR  (031) 261-5851 
 
18th Tony ZS5ACB  (031) 708-2626 
 
25th    Gary ZS5NK  (031) 701-0109 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quotation:- 
"The race of humankind would perish did they cease to aid each other. We cannot exist without mutual 
help. All therefore that need aid have a right to ask it from their fellow humans; and no one who has the 
power of granting can refuse it without guilt."  
Sir Walter Scott  
 
 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5WT) 
 trading as: B-Comm 

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL 
FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: b_comm1@yahoo.com PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 
 
BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
 
 
March 2004 
  
1-Mar Norman Caseley ZS5NC  
2-Mar Dave HollidayZR5CW  
4-Mar Francois de Sornay  ZR5MV  
5-Mar Brad Phillips ZS5BP  
7-Mar Christa Gordon Spouse of Glen ZR5GDG 
7-Mar Dave Jones ZS5DJ 
8-Mar Craig Barclay Son of Heather & Rod ZR5RE 
11-Mar Brad Glen ZS5WT  
11-Mar Kaye Slater Daughter of Mel M0GMF & Heila 
12-Mar Simon Mobey Son of Dave ZS5DRM & Jean ZR5JEM 
12-Mar Bea Unterhorst Spouse of  Phil  ZS5RJ 
15-Mar Terence Balfe ZS5ES  
16-Mar Janet Musto ZS5JAN Spouse of Edwin ZS5BBO 
18-Mar Scotty Vallance ZS5SV  
19-Mar Willem Badenhorst  ZS4PA  
21-Mar Ronelle Bean M0ROE  Spouse of Allan M0JAB 
24-Mar Annette Minny Dogter van Johannetjie en Jan ZS4JR 
27-Mar Eric Mawhinney  ZS5EWM  
28-Mar Richard Mayall Son of Carol & Tony ZS5GR 
29-Mar Daniel de Bruin ZS4DA 
30-Mar Carol Mayall Spouse of Tony  ZS5GR 
30-Mar Christopher Phillips  Son of  Marion & Brad  ZS5BP  
 
April 2004 
 
1-Apr Rob        Hindmarch ZS5RH    
2-Apr Wesley  Taylor        Son of  Maria & Bruce ZS5BR 
7-Apr Dave      Mobey      ZS5DRM    
8-Apr Roderick Barclay    ZR5RE     
13-Apr Ann  Mac Quillan   Spouse of  Ian ZS5IAN  



15-Apr Margaret  Lauf        Spouse of  Lawry ZS5HV 
15-Apr Errol  Wilson  ZR5EGW     
16-Apr Dave  Trezona  ZS4DT     
19-Apr Tylan  Cohen   Son  of  Le-Anne & Rob ZS5LA 
 
 
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in 
wishing you all a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to 
me or snail mail it, thanks-Ed 
 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
 
March 2004 
 
6-7  ARRL International DX phone Contest www.arrl.org/contests  
7 DARC 10-Meter Digital Phone Contest www.darc.de  
9 07h30 HARC Committee Meeting 
13-14 RSGB Commonwealth CW Contest www.rsgb.org.uk  
14 UBA Spring CW Contest 
16 19-19h30 HARC Monthly Meeting 
20-21 SARL UHF/VHF Contest (1st leg) www.sarl.org.za/contests  
20-21 Russian DX Contest 
21 Human Rights Day 
22 Public Holiday 
26 Schools close-inland provinces 
27 13h00 HARC Swap Shop-New Germany Nature Reserve 
27-28  CQ WW WPX SSB Contest www.cq-amateur-radio.com 
28  SARL President’s net 
29  Deadline Radio ZS articles 
29 Schools close- coastal provinces 
 
 
More one liners from Phil: 
 
I've learned ... That it's those small daily happenings that make life so spectacular.  
I've learned ... That under everyone's hard shell is someone who wants to be appreciated and loved.  
I've learned ... That the Lord didn't do it all in one day. What makes me think I can?  
I've learned ... That to ignore the facts doesn't change the facts.  
 
Another  interesting article received from Natalie ZR5RN: 
 
If anyone wants to experiment with this recipe, please consult your own doctor first, and 
remember - you do it at your own risk!! So please be warned, all cancer cases should get 
medical attention first!! 
 
An article from a newspaper: 
 
" ALOE VERA HELPS CANCER PATIENT "  
Doonside resident, Jose da Fonseca, has the recipe for a mixture which he says can help cancer patients. 
Mr da Fonseca, himself a cancer patient, had the top part of his right lung removed last June. "The 
specialist said although  
the tumor had been completely removed and I had to have chemotherapy, he couldn't guarantee that it 
wouldn't return", said Mr da Fonseca.  
In November he returned to the specialist for a routine check-up, X-rays revealed a cloud in his left lung. 
He went home and made up a mixture, the ingredients of which he obtained from an article his mother 
had sent him from a Portuguese magazine "Missoes Franciscanas:  

http://www.arrl.org/contests
http://www.darc.de/
http://www.rsgb.org.uk/
http://www.sarl.org.za/contests
http://www.cq-amateur-radio.com/


Between December and February, Mr da Fonseca took a bottle of the mixture. When he returned to the 
specialist in February, the cloud in his lung had cleared.  
"This mixture may not necessarily cure cancer, but it improves a patient's condition. It can also prevent 
cancer," said Mr da Fonseca.  
The mixture consists of half a kilo of pure honey, two to three leaves of Aloe Vera (depending on the size 
of the leaves) and three to four tablespoons of Brandy, or Whisky or Cane. Thorns should be scraped off 
the leaves and the ingredients liquidised.  
"Take 1 tablespoon of the mixture three times a day, 15 minutes before each meal. The mixture lasts up 
to ten days", said Mr da Fonseca.  
He said non-cancer patients need only take the mixture every six months. "I have taken two bottles since 
February".  
(End of article) 
 
I suggest that the bottles of mixture should be kept in the fridge at all times. I think the alcohol inside it 
is to prevent spoiling of the contents. Also use it only for the ten day period, discard it after that time.  
The taste is quite acceptable - a bit too sweet - greenish/yellowish in colour.  
I use up to about six smallish, freshly picked, Aloe Vera leaves if the plant is still small.  
(I use the leaves from my Aloe Vera plants which are under 40% shadenet cover, in a raised concrete 
block, long bed, in full sun, grown in my 100% pure "Ecoworm" worm topsoil, so its 100% organic. 
(Eisenia Fetida earthworms fed on lawngrass and leaves and vegetable peels and crushed egg shells to 
create this wonderful black top soil), pure rainwater from my watertank. watering it once a week, and 
absolutely no insecticides or any form of poison used on it, so it's guaranteed the best leaves ever grown 
on this earth)!!  
You'll obtain about two bottles from this mixture - so use another sterilized empty bottle with lid to store 
the mixture in, plus the original honey bottle.  
I have experience no discomfort or rashes etc. from using the mixture. I think it's healing properties has 
also got a lot to do with a lot of faith in it!!  
I hope you will all enjoy my article!-Natalie ZR5RN 
 
An article from Brad ZS5BP about  the IRLP 
 
Internet Radio Linking Project (IRLP) – by Brad ZS5BP  
With the increase in IRLP activity recently, I have received many requests for information pertaining to 
IRLP.  
IRLP allows local hams to connect to repeaters elsewhere in the world using the Internet as the 
backbone. The system runs on a Linux based PC, connected to the Internet. It is based on a software 
package called Speak Freely and is the brainchild of David Cameron, VE7LTD. It allows the local operator 
use DTMF to control the node and cross-link our UHF repeater network to other international repeaters. 
Websites worth visiting for more information on IRLP: 

• http://www.irlp.net - IRLP homepage  
• http://www.irlp.net/guidelines.html - Operating guidelines for IRLP  
• http://status.irlp.net - latest list of IRLP nodes  

The following access codes may vary from node to node but are common on both the Durban and 
Harrismith nodes. 
IRLP Access Codes:  
*01 – Check Current node status 
*02 – Check Local time 
*03 – Parrot repeater script for checking your audio 
*04 – Last node connected 
*05 – Call counter for incoming and outgoing connections 
**5452 – Local time at node 5452 is… (currently not working) 
5452 – Calls node 5452 
73 – Terminate current connection 
Recommended IRLP operating practices: 

• Monitor the repeater for at least 30 seconds before transmitting  
• Check if the frequency is in use or if node is connected (*01)  
• Identify yourself before sending DTMF tones and regularly between tone sequences  
• When connected to a remote node, listen for at least 15 seconds prior to calling – you may have 

interrupted a local contact  
• Leave a 3 – 5 second break between transmissions  
• Leave a 1 second gap after pressing the PTT before talking  
• Don’t use a reflector for lengthy one to one contacts – rather disconnect from the reflector and 

connect direct 
Queries to: irlp@harc.org.za 
 
 
Another Article from ZS5NK: 
 

KEEP  YOUR  POWDER  DRY. 

http://www.irlp.net/
http://www.irlp.net/guidelines.html
http://status.irlp.net/
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Good advice to the hunters using the old front loading firearms and also to all in the competitive world we 
live in. 
However I am confining the discussion to antennas. 
From the time that shiny aluminum is taken out of the box and the pieces of tubing assembled corrosion 
starts to take place. It is imperative to take steps to prevent/slowdown this process. This is especially 
important here in our coastal climate. 
 
Having recently with the aid of Garth taken a Hygain TH6dxx down after about 10 years on the tower and 
refurbished a KLM KT34XA I can pass on some ideas gleaned from the condition of these antennas.  
 
First of all only stainless steel nuts, bolts and screws should be used. Forget about cadmium plated or 
any other treated steel hardware. This has only a short life span before rust sets in.Be very careful about 
the hoseclamps you use. Make sure that the screw mechanism is also stainless steel. The ones used on 
the TH6 were so corroded that the screw were rusted away and had lost their clamping power. 
If any steel is to be used it must be hot-dipped galvanised. Electro galvanising is useless. 
 
The boom brace must be of stainless steel cable with stainless thimbles and crosby clamps. A failed brace 
can destroy the antenna. In the event of a broken boom to mast clamp hanging from the brace can save 
the antenna until the necessary repairs are made. 
 
The ends of the tubing on the KLM had been coated with Copperslip where they slid into the next size of 
tubing. If you ever want to take elements apart at a later stage and have not used an anti-corrosive 
paste you will find this impossible as the tubes will be “frozen” together. However Copperslip is not the 
thing to use. Although the elements came apart easily the copper and aluminum had reacted with each 
other leaving a copper coloured deposit which was difficult to remove. Remember the galvanic table to 
decide which metals can be placed in contact with one another. The correct paste is Penetrox or Oxguard 
and other pastes made especially for this purpose. New antennas come out with a tube or sachet of this 
paste but I have not found a local source. I am told a paste can be made from silicon grease mixed with 
graphite, which can be obtained from a locksmith.   
 
The surface of the tubing had a deposit of white powder and needed cleaning. Here steelwool with wash-
up liquid in warm water works well. Of course elbow grease is also needed. This will restore the aluminum 
back to its shining original state.  
 
I am still undecided what to coat the aluminum with to protect the surface of the tubing. The TH6 had 
been painted with a blue PVA paint. This had become powdery but was still in fairly good condition. It had 
done its job of protecting the metal but I still prefer to see shining aluminum glinting in the sun. 
To remove the PVA is a major task should you want to get back to bare meat again.  Clear lacquers have 
been tried with varying degrees of success. 
Perhaps one of our chemist friends can come up with a suggestion. 
When putting nuts onto the bolts use some of the pastes mentioned before as stainless steel has the 
habit of ‘gauling’ if nothing is put on the threads, making them difficult to dissemble at a later stage. 
 
A tip for the users of Hygain antennas do not rely on the element to boom brackets to keep the elements 
in the same plane – put a pop-rivet or self tapper through the plate into the boom, to make sure the 
elements can not rotate on the boom. A single small fastener will do. 
 
Finally remember that a chain is as strong as its weakest link so do not skimp on any part of the antenna 
system. 
 
 
THE CHIRPERS COLUMN     

The Chirpers Column – ZS5IAN 
 
First of all, my sincerest apologies for not writing a column last month. Things just got out of hand work 
wise and as that is the source of all money to buy ham gear, etc, one just has to accept that work has 
priority over playing with radios! 
I spent most of last month travelling around Gauteng and Cape Town. I had an overseas visitor from 
Mumbai and he was a most interesting fellow. Being a vegetarian (but can eat chicken and fish on certain 
days) it made things a bit difficult when it came to going out for meals together. I think that Nando’s was 
sorry to see him leave again for India. The spicy rice and strips (extra hot) were a firm favourite of his. 
He just could not eat anything that was not very hot and spicy.   Now, I hear you ask, what has this to do 
with amateur radio?  I’ll get there just now….! 
This chap works for an adhesive company in Mumbai. After he went back to India, I had a chat with 
ZS6BUN Dick via our repeater, who was travelling through Div 5,. It turned out that he had been to India 
some years ago and had also been to Mumbai. I mentioned the company that I was dealing with and lo 
and behold, he gave me the name of the chap that had just been out here in SA!  They had met some 



years back.  Now isn’t that a small world!  I had previously worked ZSBUN on CW a year or so ago, so it 
was nice to put a voice to his good CW. 
 
Whilst travelling around SA, I took along with me my el cheapo Short Wave radio. This, as I have stated 
before in my column, is a great companion for me on my travels. Lots of Medium wave stations to be 
heard in Gauteng. I use a small Sony wind up antenna for Short wave listening that is smaller than a 
pack of cigarettes but works exceedingly well. I just clip it on to the closed antenna of the radio and the 
other end to the curtain rail of the bedroom and Bob’s your uncle! Of course in Gauteng FM station 102,7 
Classic FM is my first choice. It is a pity that we don’t have a classic music station down in Durbs. I know 
that before P4 started, it was a toss up between classic music and jazz. I love jazz, but not the type of 
afro jazz that is played on P4.  Well not to worry as I listed to Riff on my World Space radio. That plays 
my type of jazz! 
 
ZS5PG Mathew has built me a pixie for 40 meters. It is the 100 mWatt version. I already have a few 2 
watt QRP rigs so I thought that it would be more challenging to work a station with 100 mWatts. I wired 
it up and gave a call. (I have only got a crystal for 7,030)  - I could hear ZS5PG very faintly, but there 
was a lot of QRM from a Broadcast Band station that drowned out any possibility of hearing Mathew. 
Later on that day, the QRM stopped, but Mathew was elsewhere!  I will persist with this little fellow (the 
Pixie – not Mathew!) and hope to have more news for you next issue. Watch this space!   
In fact, subsequent to writing the above I managed to get 3 other stations to give me a report on my 
pixie.  Thanks to ZS5BBO, ZS5VE and ZS5LEE. I did manage to have a qso with Lee using the pixie, but I 
need to make contact with a div 6 station to really get to know it’s worth. Unfortunately this month, it is 
difficult to find time to use my radios. 
 
I had a nice surprise visit from ZS6AVP Clive who is also a member of our club. He is a lover of the digital 
modes PSK31 and other such modes. He reminded me about the QRP chaps that get together each 
morning on 3,579 with their QRP rigs. I moaned about the cost of crystals and he said that the reason for  
using 3579 is that those crystals cost about R3.50!  They are used in TV sets. I looked in my junk box 
when Clive had gone and sure enough I had a few crystals on that frequency. Now I shall get myself a 
80m pixie. (Hello Mathew!)  I did listen in two mornings in a row for the chaps on 3579 and they came in 
to my qth at between 559 and 579.  So you see QRP works!  And as I have said many times over – they 
are cheap to build!  
 
I know of a few chaps that need to work a Div 3 station on CW to get their “Worked all ZS” award. Gary 
ZS5NK has been trying to get ZS3BR Brian to leave SSB on a Sunday morning and to do a bit of CW. 
Brian tried to do it by using his PTT switch for Morse, but it just did not work out.  I never gave it a 
thought until last Saturday. I was sitting here in my study and had left the rig on 7,020 in my bedroom 
when I heard CQ CQ de ZS3AOR Pieter in Springbok.  I left my study and ran down to my bedroom and 
gave him a call. I was his first CW contact in 10 years. He was a bit shaky at first, but after 5 minutes he 
was equal to the best of them! We had a nice chat on CW. In between overs, I kept calling ZS5NK on the 
repeater, but as luck would have it, he was elsewhere that Saturday afternoon. A phone call to his house 
yielded similar results. You can’t win them all! 
 
I am still working on that dual band antenna – I got it together this afternoon but as I was going to test it 
– so the thunder and lightning started. So maybe tomorrow. This is the one that ZS5LEE and ZS5FX have 
worked on for me. Maybe next months column will have some more news on that. 
 
Aha! Yes, I have done a bit of a clean out of my shack. – I have much more room on my work bench, but 
now my tables are more cluttered!  I wonder that other hams do? Do they also move the stuff each 
month from A to B and then move the stuff back to A the next month? That is what it seems like to me.  
 
My Yaesu 747 is now working 100% thanks to Eric ZS5EWM. I used it on Sunday morning on the 7055 
net and got fine reports from Gauteng and locally. It does not drift and is spot on in frequency. This radio 
shows only one decimal point after the 7055 and in fact the dial has 4 movements before it changes to 
the next  decimal point. Each of these divisions is .025, so you chaps that have a Yaesu FT80C or a 747 
do be aware of that when doing alignment. 
 
I decided to try an electronic log book for a change. Now you know a change is as good as a rest, but in 
this case I think not…..  I got Logger 32 and started to put in my log records from when I started using a 
HF radio ( I passed my CW exam in February 2001).   I wonder if I have bitten off more than I can chew. 
I have got as far as copying page 16 out of over 80 pages. However it has brought back many super 
memories. My first CW qso – which was with a station in Norway on 12 meters. My first contact using a 
qrp rig. My first contact using my qrp rig and two slinky springs stretched out to make a dipole antenna. 
My first CW contact whilst driving – (yes actually driving on a freeway – I used a Jardillier key strapped 
on to my leg. The rig was a B25).  An afternoon with Edwin ZS5BBO who forced me to get on to the Bill 
Bennet hour and got me over my fear of talking SSB with DX stations. My first contact from Botswana 
using a qrp rig in the hotel with the slinky springs stretched between curtain rail and cupboard door… In 
fact, it has brought back many many memories of my earlier sojourns into PSK31 etc. Maybe you should 



give it a try – looking through an old log book – not rewriting the manual form into an electronic form! - 
you may be pleasantly surprised and may help you pass a otherwise boring day! 
 
If I do not close the Chirpers Column right now, I may raise the wrath of our worthy Editor which I have 
already done last month so I will close it now – maybe he thinks each time he gets my copy “what hath 
God wrought?” 
Till next month 73 and keep chirping…. 
 
An article received from Peter Black from the UK 
 
The undoubted pioneer of mobile wireless telecommunications. Inventor of the walkie-talkie, 
CB Radio, the mobile phone and the pager.  
 
Al Gross is a personal hero of mine. A true unsung hero, dying a relatively poor man. He later 
acknowledged if he’d had the foresight to realise the marketing potential of his own ideas in all liklihood 
he would have topped Bill Gates as the richest man of the 20th century. 
A shortlist of his achievments:- 
He invented (and named) the walkie-talkie (1938) 
He pioneered Citizens' Band (CB) radio (1948) 
He invented the telephone pager (1949). 
He wrote a detailed paper outlining the principles of cordless and cellular telephony (1951).  
He was born in Toronto in 1918 but his family shortly afterwards moved to Cleveland, Ohio where he 
grew up. At the age of nine, while aboard a steamboat the ship’s radio operator let him listen in to the 
wireless transmissions and there began his lifelong enthusiam for radio. Three years later at the age of 
12 his family’s basement had been turned into a radio station built from equipment salvaged from 
junkyards. By 16 he had his amateur radio license (W8PAL) which he retained up until his death in 
December 2000.  
In 1936 he entered the BSEE Cleveland’s Case School of Applied Sciences, with a particular interest in 
frequencies above 100mhz (at that point largely unexplored). Two years later he invented and patented 
the walkie-talkie. 
 
Becoming increasingly aware of his pioneering efforts, the Communications Group of the US Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS) (which became the CIA) engaged his services to develop a portable, two-way, 
air-to-ground communications system. He worked for the OSS throughout the second world war. In 1941 
Gross designed a ground unit, "Joan" and an airborne unit, "Eleanor" to communicate with each other 
over radio waves in a manner nearly impossible to detect behind enemy lines.  
Declassified in 1976, the US Joint Chiefs of Staff called it “….one of the most successful wireless 
intelligence gathering methods ever employed by the US armed forces”.  
After the war, Gross formed his first company “Citizens Radio Corporation” and started manufacturing 
radios for personal use. This new company was o-ne of the first to obtain FCC approval for use in the 
newly licensed "Citizens' Band". Citizens Radio Corporation sold nearly 100,000 units to (mostly) farmers 
and the US coast guard services. His technology was also licensed to other manufacturers. 
By building a signal selective circuit into a miniaturized receiver in 1949, Gross had invented and 
patented the telephone pager. His original concept was for a system that could be used by doctors. In the 
same year he attended a medical convention where nearly all of the medical professionals to who he 
wished to target his new product ignored the idea on the basis that it would upset patients. 
Bell Telephones were also persistently disinterested in Gross’ work, having, in the 1950’s, tried to sell 
them the idea of mobile telephony. Approaching other company’s proved fruitless, most of them petrified 
of “stepping o-n Bell’s toes” given their monopoly of the network lines. He did, at least, finally get 
approval from the FCC for his pager transceiver system in 1958. 
Unfortunately, Gross was too ahead of his time to see profit from his inventions, his patents expiring 
before CB radio, pagers and cellular phones became popular. 
However, he has been rightly showered with awards including personal commendation from the US 
Defense Department in 1969, President Reagan in 1981, the IEEE’s Century of Honors Medal in 1984, the 
Marconi Gold Medal in 1995, the Lemelson-MIT lifetime achievement award in 2000 and recognition by 
the FCC for his work amongst many others. 
He continued working in RF design up until his death at age 82 for Orbital Sciences in Chandler, Arizona. 
So remember the father of the walkie-talkie and the grandfather of PMR446 next time you hit PTT…… 
 
 
Humorous Quotations from the ‘Net .-Ed 
 
"Australia? That's where I've been all these years? 
No wonder the rats looked so big - they were kangaroos." --Captain Invincible 
 
"Why is it when they say an adult has the 'mind of a child' they lock him up...while children are 
allowed to run free in the streets." --Garfield, Life and Lasagne, Jim Davis 
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This next article was received via the Packet System, I will print the article over a few issues-Ed, here is 
Part 6:- 
 
GPS Explained-Continued 
 
6. Maintaining the GPS Satellites 
 
The U.S. Air Force's 2nd Satellite Operations squadron at Falcon AFB in Colorado maintains the GPS 
system. They have monitoring stations at several points on the globe, from which they keep track of 
satellite health, maintenance and so forth.  
 
Make no mistake about it, GPS is a high maintenance system The SVs require regular tweaking including 
data uploads, orbital positioning adjustments and clock maintenance. If the ground segment stopped 
doing this constant maintenance, it's said that the system would "gracefully degrade" to complete 
uselessness in about two weeks time.  
 
So, as each satellite whizzes along and completes one earth orbit every 12 hours, the crew from Falcon 
talk to it every few hours. What do they tell the satellites?   Well, there are basic maintenance items,. 
including clock commands, ephemeris and almanac updates, power and attitude messages, new 
programming instructions. Occasionally, the SV must undergo what's called a "momentum dump."  Each 
SV has a series of gyroscopic wheels for stabilisation.  In space, these wheels tend to accelerate and 
would do so indefinitely, eventually disintegrating.  By dumping the wheel energy periodically, this 
unpleasant scenario is avoided. 
 
 
 
Packet news from Dave ZS5DRM: 
 
There is no packet news from Dave this month, as Dave has been terribly busy with new saltmine 
activities. Suffice to say that the packet system is working well. Dave is trying to get the digipeater 
moved back to Sherwood/Springfield soon.-Ed 
 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Clubhouse, first floor of the Westville Civic Centre, William 
Lester Drive,. on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available 
at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.000/145.600Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville 
starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters 
(145.600 Mhz  and 145.625 Mhz network) as well as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which 
are linked through the UHF network, Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 MHz in the 40 
meter band. A tape recording of the  bulletin is  re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the 
repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L  weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday 
morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.600Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 
07h15 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15  and 06h45 on the frequency of 7055 
Khz. In the 40 meter band, conducted by Ian (ZS5IAN) 
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long standing  starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And 
continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.600Mhz and 145.625Mhz networks in the evenings. 
They are:-  
Mondays 19.30 Morse Code Interest group discussions by (ZS5IAN) 
Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net.  with Pam (ZR5PAM) 



Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD) 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical Net/Problem Corner by Alwyn (ZS5AES) 
Fridays 19.30 Free 
Saturdays 19.30 HARC Newsline by Bruce (ZS5BR)  
Sundays 19.15+/- Free 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard the last Sunday of every month at noon on a frequency of 
7082 Khz  
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is  144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is 
ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is Dave ZS5DRM), His telephone number at Home is  (031)  708-
4344 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
The first Thursday of every month at the Westville Clubhouse starting time is 19h30. Anyone interested is 
welcome. Further information from Eric Mawhinney (ZS5EWM) on telephone  (031) 262-2529. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  
have their copies posted to them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall 
(ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP). 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the Westville Civic Centre Car Park,  
William Lester Drive.   Refreshments and snacks are available at nominal prices. 

 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
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